
Design an animal enclosure
 

Use the materials below to setup an animal enclosure for guinea pigs!

Circle which of these things a guinea
pig would need:



Which of these provide the basic needs for a guinea pig to survive? 

Which of these are good to keep your guinea pigs happy but not essential for
survival? 



Is there anything that would be unsuitable? If so why? 



Food and water are essential for their survival.

Guinea pigs would need shelter and bedding to keep them safe and warm. 

They would enjoy boxes and tubes for hiding in. 

Guinea pigs would not need fish as they do not eat these. 

A nail would be dangerous. 

Tennis rackets would not be suitable and the guinea pigs could get their legs
caught!

ANSWERS: 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



Design an animal enclosure
 

You are a zookeeper working at Tilgate Nature Centre. Use the materials 
below to setup an animal enclosure for the ring tailed lemurs at the zoo. 

Circle which of these a lemur 
would need: 

Warmth



Which of these provide the basic needs for lemurs to survive? 

Lemurs live up high, not on the ground like guinea pigs. What would you need to
keep them happy? Are there any of the same objects that you could use in a

different way?



Is there anything that would be unsuitable? If so why? 



Food and water are essential for their survival.

Lemurs need a warm shelter to sleep in and to 

They need places to climb and robes to 

You could use boxes and tubes to hang up and hide their food as a puzzle
activity, this is an example of 'enrichment'. Animal enrichment is a puzzle or an

activity for animals. 

Lemurs can groom themselves so don't need a comb or toilet paper!

A drill would be very dangerous and they would not use a key. 

ANSWERS: 
 

 

keep them warm and dry. 
 

swing from inside and outside. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Look at the items that are essential for both guinea pig and lemur survival. 
Are there any that us humans would need for survival too? 


